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Contains Instructions for More Than 20 Borax-Free Recipes!  Itâ€™s colorful! Itâ€™s gooey! Itâ€™s

gross! Itâ€™s your little oneâ€™s new favorite icky activity (and maybe yours, too)! Itâ€™s SLIME! 

Included within this book are step-by-step instructions and recipes so that you can make your own

slime right at home. The book features fifteen slime projects to teach you how to create all different

types of slime, including holiday-themed slimes using glitter glue and different colorings! Also

included are lists of what supplies youâ€™ll need for each project as well as vibrant, slimy, full-color

pictures to see how your concoctions will turn out!  So grab a copy and experience all the sticky

madness of Slime! Itâ€™s sure to be tons of gross fun for everyone!
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Trisha Haas is the driving force behind the tutorials and DIY on her blog, MomDot, for nearly a

decade. With more than a quarter of a million visitors each month, the blog has become a go-to spot

for moms around the globe looking for recipes and activities to do with their kids. Having been seen

on many popular websites including BuzzFeed, Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, SheKnows,

Brit + Co, as well as an influencer voice on Fox News, CNN, and in the Washington Post, she still

finds that being an involved and fun parent is the best part of her day.Charlotte Haas is part of the

soul that fulfills MomDot ideas and crafts. Working alongside her mom as far back as three years



old, she has provided much of the inspiration and creativity. You can usually find her flipping on the

trampoline, hanging out with her little brother, or coming up with the next amazing Slime idea!

I know you can find recipes for making slime online pretty easy, but I saw that it "contains

instructions for over 20 borax free recipes." I thought it would be nice to have a collection of different

ways to create slime. I would have to say I feel lied to at best. Taking 2 pages to show that you can

put a whole other set of colors in your slime is not another recipe in my book. This happens a lot as

the ingredients used in the recipes are white or clear glue, liquid starch and coloring or glitter. If

you're looking for different methods to make slime I would pick another book.Update,After reading

the response from the author of this book I raised my review to three stars. It still wasn't what I

thought it would be as far as recipes are concerned but it was well put together with really nice

pictures. I could see how children would get excited by how the book is layed out. So from that

perspective it is very well done.

My nine year old is slime obsessed and absolutely loves this book! So many fun ideas including

activities, craft and party favor ideas are included. Very easy to understand with step-by-step

instructions and coordinating pictures.

My girls 12 and 9 are loving this book! They have made one recipe so far and will be making many

more! Great ideas for birthday party fun and so much more!! This book is a must have!!!
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